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Introduction
1 The automatic classification of facial features from frontal
face images.
We implement and compare existing techniques on image
classification problems:
Support Vector Machine
Features: DTCWT, PCA, HOG, raw pixels
Kernels: Linear, RBF
Convolutional Neural Network
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Introduction
Our task is related to three major areas of study within computer
vision.
Face Detection - Is there a face in this photo/video? If so
where is it?
Face Recognition - Whose face is this?
Face Attribute Classification - What information can I know
from this face?
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Introduction - Initial goals of face project
Goal: Facial attribute classification
Input : Face image
Output : Attributes of the face :
Age - Baby, Child, Adult
Gender - Male, Female
Race - Asian, Caucasian, African
Expression - Neutral, Happy, Sad etc
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Motivation
Difficulty of comparing current studies
Diverse methods on different datasets
Varying number of images used, etc. . .
We compare state-of-the-art methods used in automatic
gender recognition on two benchmarks.
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Popular Filtering/Processing options
No filtering (directly feed image to a classifier)
Eigenfaces (Principle Component Analysis)
Fisherfaces (Invariant to lighting, LDA)
Edge detector (Canny, Sobel, Laplacian of Gaussian(LoG),
Rothwell, and Edison)
Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DTCWT).
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG).
And many more.
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Classification
The most popular (and effective) classifiers for our task are:
Support Vector Machines
Convolutional Neural Network
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Methods for comparison
CNN
SVM with Linear and RBF kernels.
DTCWT
PCA
HOG
Raw Pixels
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Support Vector Machines
Figure: Source1: http://www.scikit-learn.org
1No pun intended
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Convolutional Neural Networks
Figure: Source:https://devblogs.nvidia.com’
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Data
1 Gender-labeled images
Most datasets are insufficient size
2 We use Color-FERET and Adience databases
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FERET
1 11338 High quality, studio images
2 Variations in facial features, clothing, contrived poses
3 Similar backgrounds, illumination
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Adience
1 19370 “in the wild” images
Collected from Flickr.com
High variations in pose, lighting, noise, image quality
Captures humans in their natural settings
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Experiments
For each approach:
1 Images rescaled to 51 x 51 pixels
2 Repeat ten times:
Shuﬄe entire dataset
70% for training, 30% for testing
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Experiments
Implementation details:
1 CNN
3 hidden layers, rectified linear units
1 softmax output layer
Stochastic gradient descent (0.95 momentum, 0.005 learning
rate)
2 DTCWT
5 level 2d-decomposition
3 HOG
9 orientations, 7 x 7 pixel blocks
4 PCA
150 principal components
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Table: Mean Classification accuracy and Standard Deviation for different
methods on the Adience dataset over 10 runs. 70% of images used for
training and 30% used for testing.
Method Mean SD
CNN 96.1% 0.0029
PCA+SVM[RBF] 77.4% 0.0071
SVM[RBF] 77.3% 0.0046
HOG + SVM[RBF] 75.8% 0.006
HOG+SVM[linear] 75% 0.0053
PCA+ SVM[linear] 72 % 0.0032
SVM[linear] 70.2% 0.0052
DTCWT on SVM[RBF] 68.5% 0.0059
DTCWT on SVM[linear] 59% 0.0046
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Table: Mean Classification accuracy and Standard Deviation for different
methods on the FERET dataset over 10 runs. 70% of images used for
training and 30% used for testing.
Method Mean SD
CNN 97.9% 0.0058
DTCWT on SVM[RBF] 90.7% 0.0047
PCA+SVM[RBF] 90.2% 0.0063
SVM[RBF] 87.1% 0.0053
HOG+SVM[RBF] 85.6% 0.0042
HOG+SVM[linear] 84.6% 0.0024
DTCWT on SVM[linear] 83.3% 0.0047
PCA+SVM[linear] 81% 0.0071
SVM[linear] 76.5% 0.0099
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Incorrectly classified images- FERET with CNN
1 Misclassified images:
45% → Women labeled as Men
55% → Men labeled as Women
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Incorrectly classified images- Adience with CNN
1 Misclassified images:
51% → Women labeled as Men
49% → Men labeled as Women
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Incorrectly classified images- FERET with PCA and SVM
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Incorrectly classified images- FERET with DTCWT and
SVM
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Conclusion
Much of the previous work on automatic gender classification
uses differing datasets and experimental protocols that can
make direct comparisons between reported results misleading.
The aim of our study was to explore gender classification
using recent learning algorithms. We carried out experiments
on several state-of-the-art gender classification methods. We
compared the accuracy of these methods on two very different
datasets (“In the wild” verses posed images).
